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Relative Deprivation and Social Justice 1966 (archived at UKDS as SN 028)
Fieldwork: 1962-63 Research Services Ltd (RSL)
Book: W G Runciman
Relative Deprivation and Social Justice
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966
The documentation for this survey is freely accessible.
To download the actual data you need to be a registered user with UKDS.
Login for registered user
Login to the UK Data Service
Login to the UK Data Service to access data including UK Census data. If you are a new user you will be
asked to register before being able to access our data.
If you need help logging in or registering, see: How to access

Usage details
You are currently registered to use data for the
purposes listed below.

Your account
Your details
Usage details
Order history
Special Conditions

Click on an usage number to view or modify the
usage details or add another registered user. Click on
a title to view, access or add datasets for that usage.
To extend the expiry date of a usage, please get in
touch.
Usage number
Title
(Click to
(Click to access/ Expiry date
view/edit usage
add datasets)
details)
81998

Data sets for
teaching

15/8/2016

79566

Historical
surveys for
learning and
teaching

24/4/2016

78349

Comparison of
response
distributions

13/3/2016

71579

Tutorials using
British Social
Attitudes

13/6/2015

67995

Secondary
analysis of data
from Quality of
Life surveys

1/2/2015

64633

Secondary
analysis for U3A
presentation

24/9/2014
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Here are some links to get started
with the new service:



Discover is the new Data
Catalogue



major studies are now
called key data



learn about access toUK
Census data



login to your account



deposit data



Tried hard to get rid of this bit, but can't

Registration of usage

Usage details : usage 79566
Usage title: Historical surveys for learning and teaching
Intended use: Non-commercial
(Teaching purpose only) Number of students

0

Subject category: Social attitudes and behaviour - Society and Culture; Social and
occupational mobility - Social stratification and groupings;
Brief description of usage
Please provide a description of at least thirty words and include information about
funding sources for this usage. Where it is necessary to pass this information to data
depositor(s), we may need to contact you to request more details if insufficient
information is provided.
I want to explore classic surveys from the past to see to what extent they can be used to teach
social history, social theory etc in the context of analysing data from real surveys of real people, in
my case with SPSS. Examples include Willmott and Young (Family and Kinship", Goldthorpe and
Lockwood "Affluent Worker", Halsey, Floud and Martin "Social Class and Educational Opportunity",
Runciman "Relative Deprivation and Social Justice". Data for these may not be available from
UKDS: for some, there may be no SPSS files, but if there is a questionnaire, I can (re)create such
files for return to UKDS.
Can't get rid of this bit either, or change colour or font size.
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Step by step procedure followed
In Research >> Surveys >> SN28 Relative Deprivation and Social Justice create folder sn28

Download the SPSS version 28SPSS_3FFBB56999398A1F67C68277B14751F8 from UKDS
and move it into sn28

Structure and contents of 28SPSS_3FFBB56999398A1F67C68277B14751F8 are as follows:
sn28 >> 28SPSS_3FFBB56999398A1F67C68277B14751F8

28SPSS_3FFBB56999398A1F67C68277B14751F8 >> UKDA-28.spss
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UKDA-28.spss >> mrdoc

mrdoc >> allissue

mrdoc >> pdf

UKDA-28.spss >> spss

When I reported an error in the data caused by inaccurate capture of four variables,UKDS
prepared a special file 28DAT_ACDABCC0C123A16325654D10F1EDE207 (not available to
anyone else outside UKDS) containing the original raw data and SPSS setup files. This was also
downloaded into folder sn28
sn28
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28DAT_ACDABCC0C123A16325654D10F1EDE207

28DAT_ACDABCC0C123A16325654D10F1EDE207 >> UKDA-28-dat

UKDA-28-dat >> dat

UKDA-28-dat >> mrdoc

mrdoc >> allissue
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mrdoc >> pdf

(The above pdf files are also in the public version)
mrdoc >> UKDA

Thunderbirds are now GO!
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